SERVICE ADVISORY
ROUTE 271: ADDITION OF WEEKDAY PEAK HOUR TRIPS
WEEKDAY PEAK HOUR TRIPS ARE BEING ADDED TO
ROUTE 271 TO ACCOMMODATE INCREASED RIDERSHIP
Route(s):
Start:
Operate:
Duration:
Notes:

271
Thursday, 7/18/19 – 7:19 AM
Weekdays only
To be determined – until further notice
Riders are encouraged to be waiting at their bus stop
about 5 minutes prior to their bus’s scheduled departure
time; use traffic or media apps to be aware of conditions,
and use the Puget Sound Trip Planner desktop or mobile
apps - or text their Stop ID to 62550 - for departure times
and other transit information.
While every effort is made to operate all transit trips as
closely as possible to the published schedule, transit
riders are advised that traffic, weather and other variable
conditions may cause scheduled departure times from
stops and travel times between locations to be subject to
change.
Sign up for Transit Alerts
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EASTBOUND -TO EASTGATE P&R
WEEKDAY MORNINGS
In addition to its regularly scheduled morning trips, Route 271 will leave
from Stop 10912, southbound on 15th Av NE, just south of NE 43rd St,
at the following times:
7:19 AM
8:23 AM
9:00 AM
9:32 AM
These trips are being added to the Route 271 schedule either shortly
before or shortly after currently scheduled trips that have recently
experienced overcrowding.
While they will not initially be reflected in published schedules, trip
planning or estimated departure time data, they will follow the usual
routing, serve all the usual stops and take the same amount of time to
get to destinations in Bellevue and Eastgate as other Route 271
scheduled trips, about 27 minutes to the Bellevue Transit Center and
about another 22 minutes to Eastgate.
WESTBOUND - TO UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
WEEKDAY AFTERNOONS
In addition to its regularly scheduled afternoon trips, Route 271 will
leave from Stop 67014, westbound at Eastgate P&R – Bay 1, at the
following times:
4:07 PM
4:45 PM
5:03 PM
These trips are being added to the Route 271 schedule either shortly
before or shortly after currently scheduled trips that have recently
experienced overcrowding.
While they will not initially be reflected in published schedules, trip planning
or estimated departure time data, they will follow the usual routing, serve
all the usual stops and take the same amount of time to get to destinations
in Bellevue and the University District as other scheduled Route 271 trips,
about 20-23 minutes to the Bellevue Transit Center and about another 26
minutes to the University District.
Route 271 riders who have recently been on crowded buses during these
times may want to consider adjusting their travel times a bit earlier or later
to take advantage of these added trips.
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Service Advisories Table
Direction
EB = Eastbound
IB = Inbound
NB = Northbound
OB = Outbound
SB = Southbound
WB = Westbound

Legend
Routing Turns Stop Orientation
C = Continue
AT = At
L = Left
FM = Far Side – Mid-block
R = Right
FS = Far side – just after the intersection
NM = Near side – Mid-block
NS = Near side – Just before the intersection
OP = Opposite
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